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USER’S MANUAL OF LED WALL WASHER 

                  

This product is mainly used for decoration and high light in building frame, garden, etc. It is high power LED 

lighting with RGB colors.It can work in independent mode master / slave mode, which can generate various 

color changing effects, such as flashing, fading, steady, seven color jumping synchronously etc.  

 

     

 

 （Picture 1） 

LED:                  1W LED 30PCS (10 red, 10 green, 10 blue) 

Power Consumption     38 W     

Beam angle ：         15° 

 Source life:             50000 hours 

Control system:         master / slave control 

DMX Channel:          3 Channels  

Connected amount:     16 sets 

Input Voltage:          24 Volt 

LED Current:           320mA ±5% 

Protection rating:       IP65  

Operating temperature:  range -18°C ~ +40°C (0°F ~ +104°F)  

Storage temperature:    range 5°C ~ +30°C (41°F ~ +86°F) 

Tilt Rotary angle:       175° 

Size:                  L1000*W72*H66MM 

Housing:              Aluminum alloy 

Weight:               4kgs±5% 

 

A. Function 

Seven color steady:  seven colors stick with 9 levels brightness adjustment  

Seven color change: seven colors change with 9 levels speed adjustment. 

Seven color fade:  seven colors with 9 levels speed adjustment. 
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Seven color flash: seven colors flashing with 9 levels speed adjustment. 

B. Control mode 

Independent mode: choose the effects that you need by button on the back of light.  

Master slave mode: many lights work together, slaves work in accord with the master. 

 

C. Instruction of buttons  

 

 

 

 

 

 （Picture 2） 

1-LED display window   2-Cursor bear left   3- Cursor bear right   4-data adjust  

 

C-1. Independent mode 

  Independent mode, you can adjust the preset functions of lighting by button on the back of light  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 （Picture 3） 

 

After take on the power , press the key until the first seven-segment digital show “ P “ , it means it has been 

independent mode ; the second seven-segment digital shows is current function number inside ( you could set 

different function running by “ UP “ key) , the third seven-segment digital shows current  brightness or speed 

value of the function ( adjust the value by “ UP “ key ) . For detailed, please find the below explanation:  

 

The second seven-segment digital 

The third seven-segment digital Function 

NO. 
Function  

1 Red  1-9 class gray degree 

2 Yellow  1-9 class gray degree 

3 Green  1-9 class gray degree 

4 Cyan  1-9 class gray degree 

5 Blue  1-9 class gray degree 

6 Purple  1-9 class gray degree 

7 White  1-9 class gray degree 

8 7 color change 1-9 class speed, from fast to slow 

9 7 color fade 1-9 class speed, from fast to slow  

A 7 color flashi 1-9 class speed, from fast to slow  
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 （Picture 4） 

 

Note: after finished adjusting, leave the key alone for 10 second to exit the programming, the digital display 

stop flashing and memorize the selected parameters. 

 

      C-2. Master-slave  

a) choose anyone light as the master unit 

b) set the address of master as 001, others are set as slave (other address can be other number except 001) 

c) change function of the master (001) light, then all lights will work synchronously. 

 

C-3. Working mode preference order: 

Master-slave First, last is independent mode  

 

E. Structure and fixing                 

 

� SIZE 

 

          （Picture 6） 

 

F. Connection style 
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The product is required to the voltage, 24 DC  Please confirm that it is right before use it. 

1. Connect the power cable to source of 24 DC, after shut down the power supply..  

2. Connect the signal cable with male connector to other Wall Washer controller’s signal output cable with 
female cable or to signal output cable of the previous lamp, refered to Figure 7.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: System configuration 

3. Connect the power cable of the First Wallwasher controller to the supply. 

4. Turn on the power supply of the lamps. 

5. If the lamps of a system are more than 16 pcs. 


